The Real NBA MVP?

The talk of the entire NBA league and fans, who's the MVP? The debate now is between Stephen Curry, James Harden, Russell Westbrook, LeBron James or Chris Paul. Curry is the favorite right now, but it's still open for a little bit of debate. Curry has maintained a very impressive season as a point guard and his team also having the best record in the west by 11 games. Curry is averaging 24 points, 8 assists, 4 rebounds, 2 steals & is shooting 49% from the floor each game. A point guard with numbers like those are pretty seldom. Most analysts have Curry as their favorite because of his moves, shooting ability, passing ability, basketball iq etc. Stephen Curry is truly an all around point guard and is well deserving of a MVP award based on his game and attitude. Another great opposing potential MVP, is James Harden from the Houston Rockets. He also has all of what Curry has, except he excels more on the shooting side of the ball, because of his position. Harden's team slipped from 3rd to the 6th after just one loss to the San Antonio Spurs, thus showing how competitive the western conference is. Harden has posted an average of 28 points, 7 assists, 6 rebounds, 2 steals & is shooting 44% from the floor each game. James Harden plays a tough, physical & smart brand of basketball. Harden is a driver, shooter, & passer, similar to Curry, but Harden is stronger & more physical than Curry. Then there's the easiest player to hate for most people for some reason, LeBron James. LeBron is a humble leader for his Cleveland Cavaliers team, and is their best all around player. LeBron is averaging 25 points, 7 assists, 6 rebounds, 2 steals & is shooting 49% from the floor. Curry has broken single season records, he's had amazing shooting performances, passing performances and the list goes on. It's going to be hard for the others to surpass Curry because of how great Curry has been. The NBA regular season is just 3 games away, meaning the MVP race is also closing in. It should be interesting to see how the race finalizes